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 PROGRAMMA     DETTAGLIATO 

 Si     sono     svolti     esercizi     di     lettura,     analisI,     comprensione,     completamento,     grammatica,     ascolto, 
 viewing,     produzione     scritta,     produzione     orale     (da     Identity     B1     to     B1+     -dalla     Unit     1     alla     Unit     10). 

 Da     ottobre     a     marzo     si     sono     inoltre     svolte     diverse     attività     finalizzate     al     potenziamento     dello     speaking 
 con     un’Assistente     Volontaria     Europea. 

 Grammar 
 -May/might/will:     degrees     of     certainty 
 -Defining     relative     clauses 
 -Make     vs     do:     various     semantic     collocations 
 -Have     to-Not     have     to     vs     Must-Musn't 
 -Be     allowed     to 
 -Present     Perfect     with     FOR/SINCE 
 -Reflexive     and     reciprocal     pronouns 
 -PASSIVE:     Present     and     Past     forms 
 -Used     To     for     past     habits 
 -Have     smth     done 
 -Should-shouldn't/ought     to/     Had     better/had     better     not 
 -Present     perfect     continuous     vs     present     perfect 
 -Modals     of     deduction:     present     and     past     (might/may-must-can’t) 
 -Non-defining     relative     clauses+     relative     pronouns 
 -Second     conditional 
 -’I     wish/if     only+past     simple’     structure 
 -could-was/were     able     to-managed     to 
 -past     perfect 
 -question     tags 
 -PASSIVE:     ‘Present     perfect,     present     continuous,     will’     forms 

 Communicative     functions 
 -Talking     about     life     choices     and     events 
 -Agreeing     and     disagreeing     (Role-play) 
 -Talking     about     housework 
 -Asking     for,     giving     permission     and     refusing     permission     (Role-play) 
 -Talking     about     relationships 
 -Responding     to     news     (Role-play) 
 -Talking     about     films 
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 -Discussing     films     (Role-play) 
 -Talking     about     body     and     health. 
 -At     the     doctor     (Role-play) 
 -Talking     about     the     environment 
 -Talking     about     recent,     ongoing     situations 
 -Talking     about     art 
 -Giving     opinions     and     adding     emphasis     (Role-play) 
 -Talking     about     fiction     and     TV 
 -Talking     about     holidays     and     travelling 
 -Talking     about     crime 
 -Talking     about     money     and     spending 

 Readings,     listening     activities     and     viewing: 
 -Four  things  you  can  look  forward  to  in  the 
 21  st  century 
 -Teen     slang     decoded 
 -How  to  negotiate  with  an  adult  and  get 
 results! 
 -Extra     housework     (Caitlin’s     vlog) 
 -Are     these     the     world’s     strictest     school     rules? 
 -The     land     of     the     free? 
 -Just     friends?(     Liam’s     vlog) 
 -Opposites     attract! 
 -Are     we     attracted     to     people     who     look     like     us? 
 -American  high  school  and  prom  night 
 (listening     and     viewing) 
 -Friend     or     frenemy? 
 -Can     you     believe     these     film     locations     exist? 
 -Help!     I’m     a     binge-watcher 
 -Soap     operas     (Invalsi) 
 -Bolliwood     vs     Holliwood     (culture) 
 -Take     nothing     but     photos? 
 -Would  you  change  your  appearance  to  help  a 
 charity? 

 -Body     language     advice 
 -Maori     body     art     (culture) 
 -Should     you     or     shouldn’t     you? 
 -Are     these     the     2     most     eco-friendly     celebrities? 
 -Environmental     issues     in     Canada     (culture) 
 -Change     the     food,     change     the     world? 
 -Speculate     and     make     deductions     (7.2) 
 -YA-fiction     for     us!     (7.3) 
 -Preservation     or     Theft? 
 -Would     you     be     apt     for     it? 
 -One     girl     and     her     motorbike 
 -Take     nothing     but     photos 
 -Freedom     fighters:     Gandhi     and     Rosa     Parks 
 -Coffee     vs     gangs 
 -Edgar  Allan  Poe  and  the  birth  of  crime 
 fiction     (culture) 
 -What  kind  of  spending  is  trending?  Black 
 Friday,     Cyber     Monday,     Giving     Tuesday 

 Civic     education: 
 -Global     environmental     problems,     climate     change,     ethical     treatment     of     animals. 
 A  survey  of  various  international  organizations  working  on  environmental  issues  (PETA-FRIENDS 
 OF     THE     EARTH-OIPA-UNEP)     was     carried     out     using     group     presentations. 

 Il     Docente 
 Barbara     Barison 

 (firma     autografa     sostituita     a     mezzo     stampa) 
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